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About the Book
The mythic village of Macondo lies in northern Colombia, somewhere in the great swamps between the
mountains and the coast. Founded by Jose Arcadio Buendia, his wife Ursula, and nineteen other families, "It
was a truly happy village where no one was over thirty years of age and where no one had died." At least
initially. One Hundred Years of Solitude chronicles, through the course of a century, life in Macondo and the
lives of six Buendia generations-from Jose Arcadio and Ursula, through their son, Colonel Aureliano Buendia
(who commands numerous revolutions and fathers eighteen additional Aurelianos), through three additional
Jose Arcadios, through Remedios the Beauty and Renata Remedios, to the final Aureliano, child of an
incestuous union. As babies are born and the world's "great inventions" are introduced into Macondo, the
village grows and becomes more and more subject to the workings of the outside world, to its politics and
progress, and to history itself. And the Buendias and their fellow Macondons advance in years, experience,
and wealth . . . until madness, corruption, and death enter their homes. From the gypsies who visit Macondo
during its earliest years to the gringos who build the banana plantation, from the "enormous Spanish galleon"
discovered far from the sea to the arrival of the railroad, electricity, and the telephone, Gabriel Garcia
Marquez's classic novel weaves a magical tapestry of the everyday and the fantastic, the humdrum and the
miraculous, life and death, tragedy and comedy--a tapestry in which the noble, the ridiculous, the beautiful,
and the tawdry all contribute to an astounding vision of human life and death, a full measure of humankind's
inescapable potential and reality.

Discussion Guide
1. What kinds of solitude occur in the novel (for example, solitude of pride, grief, power, love, or death), and
with whom are they associated? What circumstances produce them? What similarities and differences are
there among the various kinds of solitude?
2. What are the purposes and effects of the story's fantastic and magical elements? How does the fantastic
operate in the characters' everyday lives and personalities? How is the magical interwoven with elements
drawn from history, myth, and politics?
3. Why does Garcia Marquez make repeated use of the "Many years later" formula? In what ways does this
establish a continuity among past, present, and future? What expectations does it provoke? How do linear
time and cyclical time function in the novel?
4. To what extent is Macondo's founding, long isolation, and increasing links with the outside world an exodus
from guilt and corruption to new life and innocence and, then, a reverse journey from innocence to
decadence?

5. What varieties of love occur in the novel? Does any kind of love transcend or transform the ravages of
everyday life, politics and warfare, history, and time itself?
6. What is the progression of visitors and newcomers to Macondo, beginning with the gypsies? How does
each new individual and group affect the Buendias, the town, and the story?
7. What is the importance of the various inventions, gadgets, and technological wonders introduced into
Macondo over the years? Is the sequence in which they are introduced significant?
8. What is Melquiades's role and that of his innovations, explorations, and parchments? What is the
significance of the "fact" that Melquiades "really had been through death, but he had returned because he
could not bear the solitude"? Who else returns, and why?
9. When and how do politics enter the life of Macondo? With what short-term and long-term consequences?
Do the social-political aspects of life in Macondo over the years parallel actual events and trends?
10. What types of women (from Ursula and Pilar to Meme and Amaranta Ursula) and what types of men (from
Jose Arcadio to Aureliano Babilonia) are distinguishable? What characteristics do the men share? What
characteristics do the women share?
11. What dreams, prophecies, and premonitions occur in the novel? With which specific characters and
events are they associated, and what is their purpose?
12. When, how, and in what guises does death enter Macondo? With what consequences?
13. On the first page we are told that "The world was so recent that many things lacked names." What is the
importance of names and of naming (of people, things, and events) in the novel?
14. How do geography and topography--mountains, swamps, river, sea, etc.--affect Macondo's history, its
citizens' lives, and the novel's progression?
15. What aspects of the Buendia family dynamics are specific to Macondo? Which are reflective of family life
everywhere and at any time? How do they relate to your experience and understanding of family life?
16. How does Garcia Marquez handle the issue and incidence of incest and its association with violence
beginning with Jose Arcadio and Ursula's marriage and the shooting of Prudencio Aguilar? Is the sixthgeneration incest of Aureliano Babilonia and Amaranta Ursula inevitable?
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